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Out of the shadows… As the illegitimate secret daughter of royalty, Cat’s life has been far from luxurious. After years of
bullying, she’s set against a return to her childhood home. But her princess half sister has mysteriously disappeared
ahead of her engagement to charismatic King Alexander. …into the bed of the king! Cat agrees to stand in for her—but she
didn’t agree to the electric attraction between her and Alex! He might have no idea who she really is—but when their
insatiable desire threatens to strip away every boundary between them, Cat cannot hold back from the temptation of
Alex’s caress…
Explores a vital aspect of British Romanticism, the role of illustration in Romantic-era literary texts and visual culture.
The Spare is now the Heir Alyssabeth never expected that one day she would be queen. She was the second child of the
king and queen of Merveille and female. Two strikes against her as far as the patriarchal society of Merveille was
concerned. But that all changed the day her father and brother were killed in a hunting accident. Her dream of joining the
UN is no more and instead she needs to return to the small European country of her birth to pick up where her father and
brother left off. Her Harvard degree in International Relations is forfeit and in it's place she must become Queen, that is if
the misogynistic Parliament can see past their prejudices. Not much has changed in the small country in her four year
absence, but there are two noticeable differences. Her brother's two best friends, Will Darkly and Jordan Wicks, have
grown up into two very intriguing men. Jordan practically sweeps her off her feet from the moment she steps off the
plane, but Will's more reserved, darkly intense interest in her gives her tingles. Alyssa isn't sure she is cut out to be
Queen, but she knows that she wants to do her father and brother proud, so she is willing to give it her best shot, even if
it means going toe to toe with Parliament. And then there is the small matter of her needing to be married in order to fulfil
her birthright and take her place as the Head of State. *This is a sweet romance
Alice First thing you should know about me—I’m on my honeymoon on Villroy Island without my groom, which was a nobrainer given how my ex-fiancé decided to “accidentally” fall in love with my best friend. I don’t want to talk about it.
Second thing: I’m a romance author on a generously extended deadline, and I’ve sworn to use this time away
productively. So far my editor has hated all of my ideas featuring the crushing of men. Romance is dead within my
blackened heart. I’m about to admit defeat when a prince with an image problem falls into my lap. And for some crazy
reason, it’s decided that me posing as his fiancée would be a good idea. The last thing I want is to actually be committed
to someone, but a fake engagement may make this next book write itself. Lucas I enjoy being the world’s most eligible
royal bachelor (the internet voted and I won), but that’s not all I am. I want to contribute to the kingdom, be part of the
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legacy. I should be the CEO of our new business venture, but my oldest brother, Gabriel, the king, blocks me at every
turn, convinced I’m too flighty. So when Gabriel’s wife, Anna, the unconventional queen, offers me a chance to prove
myself with the bankers, and the only catch is bringing along a fake fiancée, I reluctantly agree. The ends justify the
means, and Alice needs the fake engagement to inspire her story. I never expected to fall. Yet here I am, hell-bent on
convincing a woman afraid to get involved that she belongs with me. The Rourkes Series Royal Catch (Book 1) Royal
Hottie (Book 2) Royal Darling (Book 3) Royal Charmer (Book 4) Royal Player (Book 5) Royal Shark (Book 6) Rogue
Prince (Book 7) Rogue Gentleman (Book 8) Rogue Rascal (Book 9) Rogue Angel (Book 10) Rogue Devil (Book 11)
Rogue Beast (Book 12) Keywords: contemporary romance, romantic comedy, chick lit, funny romance, humorous
romance, humorous fiction, women's fiction, royal romance, series romance, series, family sagas, romance series,
romance, romantic, family life, dating, the rourkes, the rourkes series, humor, marriage, love, family life, friendship, Kylie
Gilmore, USA Today bestselling author, royalty, love, sagas, royal romance series
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Proposal and a "rising star in the romance genre" (Entertainment
Weekly) comes a dazzling novel about a spontaneous holiday vacation that turns into an unforgettable romance. Vivian
Forest has been out of the country a grand total of one time, so when she gets the chance to tag along on her daughter
Maddie's work trip to England to style a royal family member, she can't refuse. She's excited to spend the holidays taking
in the magnificent British sights, but what she doesn't expect is to become instantly attracted to a certain private
secretary, his charming accent, and unyielding formality. Malcolm Hudson has worked for the Queen for years and has
never given a personal, private tour--until now. He is intrigued by Vivian the moment he meets her and finds himself
making excuses just to spend time with her. When flirtatious banter turns into a kiss under the mistletoe, things snowball
into a full-on fling. Despite a ticking timer on their holiday romance, they are completely fine with ending their short,
steamy affair come New Year's Day...or are they?
Revised Edition* Despite being the second child of the king and queen of Merveille, Alyssabeth thought that if she kept a
low profile she could stay out of the media’s glaring spotlight and live a relatively normal life. That was until her father,
the king, and her brother, the crown prince, were both killed in a hunting accident. Her dream of joining the UN was no
more and instead she needed to return to the small European country of her birth to pick up where her father and brother
left off. Her Harvard degree in international relations was forfeit and in its place she must become queen, if the
misogynistic Parliament can see past their prejudices. Not much had changed in the small country in her four year
absence, but there were two noticeable differences. Her brother’s two best friends, Will Darkly and Jordan Wicks, had
grown up into two very intriguing men. Jordan practically swept her off her feet from the moment she stepped off the
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plane but Will’s more reserved, darkly intense interest in her gave her tingles. Alyssa wasn’t sure she was cut out to be
queen, but she knew that she wanted to do her father and brother proud. She was willing to give it her best shot, even if it
meant going toe-to-toe with Parliament. And then there was the small matter of her needing to be married in order to fulfil
her birthright and take her place as the head of state. This is a Sweet Romance - These are romantic tales without the
bedroom scenes and the swearing, but that doesn’t mean they’re boring.
A Royal EngagementA Sweet Royal RomanceEmma Lea
**THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER** Veteran style journalist Elizabeth Holmes expands her popular
Instagram series, So Many Thoughts, into a nuanced look at the fashion and branding of the four most influential
members of the British Royal Family: Queen Elizabeth II; Diana, Princess of Wales; Catherine, The Duchess of
Cambridge; and Meghan, The Duchess of Sussex. Kate Middleton and Meghan Markle are global style icons, their every
fashion choice chronicled and celebrated. With all eyes on them, the duchesses select clothes that send a message
about their values, interests, and priorities. Their thoughtful sartorial strategies follow in the footsteps of Queen Elizabeth
II and Diana, Princess of Wales, two towering figures known for using their personal style to great acclaim. With one
section devoted to each woman, HRH is a celebration of their stories and their style, pairing hundreds of gorgeous
photographs with extensive research. A picture emerges of the British monarchy’s evolution and the power of royal
fashion, showing there’s always more than what meets the eye.
Ann Kerwin never expected her life would be anymore exciting than the boring routine of going from class to class at the
local college in pursuit of her degree. Then one day, a handsome young man tells her she's destined to be ruler of
another planet. And more than that, he's going to be her husband unless he fails to protect her along their journey. In that
case, she is free to choose someone else. Of course, it's ridiculous and she refuses to believe him. Until...he whisks her
away from Earth. Then it suddenly becomes very real.
There are a lot of frustrated people in most workplaces today. We're not talking about the incorrigible office grump or the
permanent slacker. Instead, we're referring to dedicated workers who are being prevented from achieving their peak
potential by organizational obstacles. Better enabling these employees to succeed represents an untapped avenue for
radically improving productivity. Packed with the latest research findings from the prestigious Hay Group, The Enemy of
Engagement uncovers the hidden impediments to performance excessive procedures, lack of resources, overly narrow
roles, and more and outlines best-practice solutions for eliminating them. This is not an insignificant issue facing
businesses today. According to Hay Group's study, depending on the industry, between one-third and one-half of
employees report work conditions that keep them from being as productive as they could be. The Enemy of Engagement
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gives managers powerful new insights and research-based tools for ensuring their teams are both willing and able to
make maximum contributions.
In a world nearly identical to ours, the North won the Civil War, Ben Affleck is the sexiest man alive, and Russia never sold Alaska to the U.S.
Instead, Alaska is a rough, beautiful country ruled by a famously eccentric royal family, and urgently in need of a bride for the Crown Prince.
But they have no idea what they're in for when they offer the job to a feisty commoner. . .a girl who's going to need. . . The Royal Treatment
The Princess-To-Be Primer, Or, Things I've Learned Really Quick, As Compiled by Her Future Royal Highness--Yeah, Whatever--Christina.
That's me. 1. Telling jokes you picked up from the guys on the fishing boat doesn't go over really well at a fancy ball. 2. Must learn to curtsy,
stifle burps, and tell the difference between a salad fork and a fruit knife. 3. Must not keep thinking about Prince David's amazing eyes, lips,
hands, shoulders, uh. . .wait, can I start over? 4. Becoming a princess is a lot harder than it looks. 5. Falling in love is a whole lot easier. . . In
this dazzling, delightfully wacky tale from MaryJanice Davidson, a tough commoner and a royal prince are about to discover that who they
truly are. . .and what they desperately desire. . .may both be closer than they ever dreamed. . .
A ROYAL ENGAGEMENT IS ANNOUNCED. At 10am on 27th November 2017, Clarence House announced the exciting news that Prince
Harry is engaged to Meghan Markle, with a wedding planned for spring 2018. The Queen and the Duke of Edinburgh “are delighted for the
couple”. The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge “are very excited to hear the news about Harry and Meghan”. To mark the engagement of
Prince Harry to Meghan Markle, Pitkin is delighted to publish this very special new royal souvenir in celebration of this truly modern love story.
Born on 15th September 1984, Harry, christened Henry Charles Albert David, is the second child of Prince Charles and Princess Diana and
younger brother to Prince William. Harry is the fourth grandchild of the Queen and Prince Philip, and currently 5th in line to the British throne.
His bride-to-be Rachel Meghan Markle, known simply as Meghan, was born on 4th August 1981 and grew up in Los Angeles, California. She
is the daughter of Thomas Markle, an Emmy award-winning lighting director of Irish and Dutch descent, and Doria Ragland, an African
American psychotherapist and yoga teacher. As an accomplished screen actress, Meghan fulfilled her childhood dream of being a television
star. This is the tale of how the dashing Prince met and fell in love with the beautiful American actress. Despite their differing backgrounds
and career paths, the new royal couple are united in their commitment to charitable campaigns and devotion to one another. Meghan now
faces a new chapter as she becomes a senior member of the Royal Family. We have no doubt that she will embrace this duty with her natural
charm and elegance. With lavish illustrations and some previously unseen images, this is a souvenir to cherish.
The Spare is now the Heir Alyssabeth never expected that one day she would be queen. She was the second child of the king and queen of
Merveille and female. Two strikes against her as far as the patriarchal society of Merveille was concerned. But that all changed the day her
father and brother were killed in a hunting accident. Her dream of joining the UN is no more and instead she needs to return to the small
European country of her birth to pick up where her father and brother left off. Her Harvard degree in International Relations is forfeit and in its
place she must become Queen, that is if the misogynistic Parliament can see past their prejudices. Not much has changed in the small
country in her four year absence, but there are two noticeable differences. Her brother’s two best friends, Will Darkly and Jordan Wicks, have
grown up into two very intriguing men. Jordan practically sweeps her off her feet from the moment she steps off the plane, but Will’s more
reserved, darkly intense interest in her gives her tingles. Alyssa isn’t sure she is cut out to be Queen, but she knows that she wants to do her
father and brother proud, so she is willing to give it her best shot, even if it means going toe to toe with Parliament. And then there is the small
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matter of her needing to be married in order to fulfil her birthright and take her place as the Head of State.
Diana is in the kingdom of Montinia for the wedding of her brother Mike when all hell breaks loose: a gang of terrorists takes the entire royal
family and the Petrovs hostage. Their target: Diana Petrov. In the nick of time Diana is whisked away to safety by a mysterious stranger.
Locked up together in the palace panic room, she discovers her wickedly handsome savior is none other than the king's youngest son, Prince
Jacques. Soon things start to heat up inside the safe room, for even while Diana tries to uncover the motive behind the attack, the flames of
passion threaten to engulf her as she succumbs to a burning desire and aching sensual need the likes of which she's never before
experienced."
Previously appeared in the anthology Royal Bridesmaids. A delightful novella from #1 New York Times bestselling author Stephanie Laurens.
Everyone's eyes are on a royal couple, but there is more behind the scenes than they'll ever know. Lady Nell Daughtry is certain her sister
will be a perfect princess, if only she gets the reluctant bride safely to the church to marry Prince Frederick of Lautenberg. But what she
doesn't know is that, in the wedding party, she's been paired with her former fiancé, Robert Knightly … and now she'll be face-to-face with the
man who walked away.
Many entirely exclusive images illustrate the unprecedented royal romance between the man who will, one day, be king and a beautiful,
middle-class English girl.
There are always two sides to the story… A Royal Engagement was told exclusively from Princess Alyssa’s point of view…now see Will’s side
of the story. The last few years have been hell for Will Darkly, Duke of Camphrey, Lord of Pemberton. First his mother died, then his father,
leaving the estate destitute and we won’t even go into how he and his sister were betrayed by someone they trusted. Now, just when he has
finally landed on his feet, his best friend, the Crown Prince Jacob St. Benét, is killed in a hunting accident. Jacob’s death brings Will face to
face with his childhood crush, the prince’s sister, Alyssa, now the crown princess and heir apparent and she’s even more beautiful than he
remembered. She’s also involved with the one man who could cause Will to commit murder. Grieving for his friend, trying to keep his
business moving forward, and avoiding the attraction he feels for his best friend’s sister leaves him short tempered and irritable and
something has to give before he loses his mind. *This book should be read AFTER A Royal Engagement
It was a night filled with scandal, but pop princess Izzy Jackson really took the crown! Royal and VIP guests were reportedly horrified at the
singer and reality-TV star's impromptu performance at her sister's royal engagement party. It was left to Prince Matteo, second in line to the
throne, to whisk tipsy starlet Izzy offstage, into his limo and straight to his luxury palazzo…from which the pair haven't emerged.… Rumor has it
the proud prince and the footballer's daughter are working on a charity concert. Will they make sweet music together or split, citing
irreconcilable artistic differences?
Charged to fetch Lady Margaret Thurton home from a nunnery, Sir Richard de Heigham never expects to find himself completely captivated
with the beautiful heiress. Suddenly thrust into a new life, the innocent Meg is dazzled by the charming young knight and his lessons in the
social graces that her uncle forces upon her. When it becomes obvious that Earl Thurton has some nefarious scheme in mind for Meg's
wedding day, Sir Richard must quickly ascertain whether his love for Meg is requited and if his efforts to protect her could put them both in
danger….
This manual provides a framework to strategically think about and practice collaboration with others within and outside various disciplines.
Aware of the different approaches in accordance with discipline, gender, and career goals, through case studies from lived experiences, the
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editors have compiled guidelines on: • How to start, build and maintain collaborative networks with diverse audiences, • The opportunities
that exist internally and externally to networks, • How to resolve conflicts, overcome resistance, and build trust and confidence. With a wide
scope in both content and reach, this book is a valuable resource for researchers, practitioners and their supporters alike, particularly those
who are looking to engage with various audiences such as individuals, institutions, private companies, and governments.
The Storm Within by Trish Morey Dr. Grace Hunter seeks an ancient text beneath the castle of Count Alessandro Volta. The reclusive count
wasn't expecting scientist Grace to be a beautiful woman who stirs his scarred soul. Outside, a media storm is brewing, but inside the count's
world the heat between them is sizzling! The Reluctant Queen by Caitlin Crews Stolen away years ago, Princess Lara is offered an ultimatum
by new King Adel. Return to her kingdom as his queen or pay back the bride price! Feisty Lara refuses, but remembers how Adel used to
make her heart race.…
Halima Sadat is an expert author and editor with a wealth of experience in journalism and biography. She has worked for Trinity Mirror and
award-winning magazine Horse&Rider. Since joining the Pitkin heritage team, Halima has turned her focus to the Royal Collection series,
writing Harry & Meghan: A Royal Engagement and our celebratory biographies due for publication in 2018:The Queen and Her Family,
William: Duke of Cambridge and Catherine: Duchess of Cambridge.
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